Tell About This

Fewer prompts, easier to view for younger students.

Students can create their own prompt; saves to custom category.

Create Your Own

Step 1. Add a Picture

Take Photo  Photo Album

Step 2. Add Text

This is a good place to write the title of the story.

Yes  No

Record is for picture description; not place to tell story!
Who do you think is riding the train?

As soon as recording is stopped, a screen pops up to Choose Author. Tap on Add Profile and enter name, then Save.
Student can now email story to you. It is saved as a movie file which can be combined in iMovie to create a "class" video.

Another option on the iPad mini is to save to camera roll and air drop it to another mini. Pull into iMovie on the mini. Upload video to Vimeo and share link with parents.

Who do you think is riding the train?

kecko on Flickr